Impeller Kits

Models: D2-75 Marine Engines

According to the parts catalogue for D2-75 the impeller kit 3862567 should be used. This is incorrect. If impeller 3862567 is fitted in the sea water pump of a D2-75, there is an immediate risk for impeller break down which could cause engine overheating. The Electronis Parts Catalogue (EPG) is corrected.

Impeller kit 3862567 should be used for D2-75.

The onboard kit 3812280 should be used for D2-75. Previously the impeller kit 3862567 incorrectly was included in that onboard kit. From now on the impeller kit 877400 will be included in this onboard kit.

We kindly ask dealers with onboard kit 3812280 in stock to open the boxes and replace impeller kit 3862567 with the correct impeller kit 877400.